Changes in total lung capacity during acute spontaneous asthma.
An increased TLC has been reported during exacerbations of asthma, but the methods used (helium, dilution, plethysmography) have been subsequently found unreliable in the assessment of lung volumes in patients with obstructive lung disease. To address this problem, we measured TLC (TLC-XR) from posteroanterior and lateral chest roentgenograms obtained during exacerbations (E) of asthma and after recovery (R) using planimetry in 12 asthmatic subjects. At recovery, TLC was also measured by plethysmography or by helium dilution for comparison with the radiographic measurement. The plethysmographic measurements were made with a panting frequency less than 1 Hz to allow for airway obstruction. A chest radiologist also used independent radiologic measurements of hyperinflation (lung height, diaphragmatic arc height, rib counts) to assess lung volumes. Mean FEV1 during E was 1.43 +/- 0.38 L, and significant improvement occurred at R (FEV1 = 2.81 +/- 0.58 L, p less than 0.05). Of the independent radiologic variables measured, only an increase in lung height distinguished the two sets of radiographs. Mean TLC-XR (E) (6.01 +/- 1.62 L) was significantly greater than mean TLC-XR (R) (5.44 +/- 1.17 L, p less than 0.05). TLC measured radiographically at recovery was strongly correlated (r = 0.94) with TLC measured by plethysmography or helium dilution. We conclude that acute reversible increases in TLC do occur during exacerbations of asthma and that these changes are only readily detected by formal planimetry.